We are delighted to announce that DJT reopened for business from 21\textsuperscript{st} May, with exceptional provisions in place to cater for the COVID19 requirements. These provisions include:

- Every surface has been deep-cleaned &/or repainted in full since the lockdown was implemented & is re-cleaned daily during courses
- We have halved group sizes from a maximum of 24 to a maximum of 12 delegates at any one time to allow correct distances between the chairs & desks
- We have developed a pre-course questionnaire which must be completed 48 hours prior to a course by anyone attending training
- We will now run courses for groups as small as 6 delegates (whereas 10 used to be the minimum number)
- We have purchased the FLIR E5 thermal-imaging camera for facial-temperature imaging, which we administer in seconds before training commences (pic attached)
- We have non-contact LPOW HTD thermometer to take daily forehead-temperatures in seconds & record & display the results to the delegates
- We have lowered the number of delegates taking their exams at any one sitting, in order for all delegates being examined to ensure the correct distancing between terminals

The feedback from delegates about their feeling safe and relaxed while undergoing training has been outstanding to date, so we look forward to seeing you soon on one of our courses at DJT.